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When life is too oppressive for Willy he goes off to join the circus.
Fate did not smile upon our Willy when the tents hid a darker purpose.

Platforms, traps and barrels await under this deadly big top. A game that will definitely challenge players to stay on their toes.
Regrettable while the difficulty is there, the fun is not along for the ride. Restarting long levels drains the excitement from the
events and limited maps being boring very quickly.. A great tool to help you reflect on yourself and answer the question "Is my
greed preventing me from succeeding in life (and Scred)?"

Also fantastic for people who like challenging but addictive and rewarding games! I've played many hours before the Steam
release, and I'm sure I'll play many more. The price is an absolute steal for the hours of entertainment and pain you can get out
of Quarries of Scred. 100% recommended.. Unusual but interesting and visually appealing cosmic particle battle.
. Really good action puzzle game. You push a big ball around the whole game to push switches and squash enemies. There's a
bunch of special powerups your ball can get too, like electricity and low-gravity, which make for even more interesting puzzles.

The graphics look great even today. And the atmosphere is top notch, playing this game made me feel like I was going on an
Indiana Jones adventure.

The story is mostly dictated through secret collectables. I couldn't find them all so I couldn't follow the story very well, but you'll
still get the gist of it if you don't collect them.

My one complaint is that It's kind of hard to see through the ball sometimes, but I got around this by keeping the ball behind me
most of the time.

Overall a great polished game. If you're interested in a first person game with an interesting mechanic then I recommend
picking it up. Finished it in 3 hours on hard.. Stick Fight: The Game is definitley worth $5.99 and i find it really enjoyable with
already 9 hours into it and probably soon to be more. Stick Fight: The Game is a fast pace 2-D stick man brawler featuring up to
2-4 players, Guns, Multiple style Maps, Edge sitting game play and even snakes.

How ever the game still has quite alot of bugs and glitches from spawning under the map or being able to fly upwards with two
guns. and it can be quite difficult to do multiplayer alot of the time, having to wait 10 minites to half an hour waiting for
someone else to join (unless your playing with friends) and there is no single player.

there are a few features that i and some other players do want, like having workshop for maps or guns and a map creator sort of
like duck game or maybe even a single player mode with AI of even just a target practice room.

anyway i highly recomend this game for its low price and fun gameplay, but dont buy this (Yet) unless you are pacient and dont
mind waiting on other players to join.. i have played it a tad bit
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Lovely game!. This game is very buggy. I posted a list of bugs months ago and I still haven't got a response and there has been
no update that fixes the bugs.. Cool music, although it seems a bit like artist advertisement ;)
Runs well on Linux, but the graphics are a bit noisy (hard to make out player, enemy and bullets on the flashy background).
Overall 6/10, get if cheap.. good time killer. Even if it's shorter than the Fruit it is totally worth the money!. one of the best
multiplayer games ive ever played honestly. just insane weapons/stages and good old ragdoll physics. This is Dope!

Nice Sens of Speed, good Controls, nice Graphics Design, cool Ambient Track and 390fps..
Can't wait to try it in VR (in June).
. Pretty neat, however im getting some problems with my guns in multiplayer, basically my guns get misplaced to my left
making them look like they're floating. I spent most of my time on the space build trying to figure out how to move and stuff
(push every button you see until it works), the game's worth a shot.
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